
Hygiene rules
Please read carefully

Welcome to the Hertie School!  

Students, faculty and staff are required to follow these measures while on site:

Updates on restrictions and guidelines at 

Updated: 11 October, 2021

hertie-school.org

Rapid testing facilities are scattered throughout Berlin. 
Find a facility at test-to-go.berlin

Please note that the free COVID testing has ended on 11 Oct 2021.  
Refer to our website to learn more about the free testing transition
period for students immunised with non-EMA recognised vaccines. 

you must have been fully vaccinated with a vaccine approved in Germany 

you must have recovered from COVID-19 within the last six months; or

you have to present a negative rapid corona test that is less than 24 hours old.

Wear a medical mask

Medical-standard masks are mandatory in all Hertie School spaces. 

Exceptions apply only if you are at a minimum distance of 1.5 metres from everyone else in a room

with an air filter AND you have checked into the space via the Luca app.  

Maintain social distancing

Stay at least 1 metre apart from others

Stick to the “3G rule”

Everyone on campus must adhere to one of the “3Gs” (vaccinated, recovered, tested = geimpft,

genesen, getestet):

at least 15 days prior to being on campus; or

Please whenever possible test prior to your arrival at the Hertie School. Students who are not

vaccinated or recovered must sign in at Central Office whenever on campus.

Air out rooms

Have a window open or air the room at least twice an hour 

Practice good hygiene

Use the lavatory and/or the hand disinfectant the school has provided on every floor

Reserve spaces

Whether you reserve a study room, PC lab or a spot in the reading room, 

make sure you sign yourself and any guests in online

Check in with the Luca app where required

Activate the Corona-Warn app while on campus. You may need to change your app store country to

Germany to access the app. You can alternatively use the SwissCovid app

If you exhibit any symptoms of COVID-19, please get tested immediately 

and do not come to campus until you have a negative result. 

If you test positive, contact Student Life and your instructor to discuss the next steps.


